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Tucked away behind an unremarkable façade on the Rue du Seine, Paris, is a once-dank restaurant

equipment factory that Bob  Vallois and his wife Cheska have transformed into a  living space

packed with as much blue-chip art deco and Bauhaus design as their nearby gallery.

“It’s a space for living, not a museum,” says Vallois, one of France’s leading dealers in 20th century

design. “Everything here is comfortable. You can smoke, you can take off your shoes. ”

Indeed, though their loft-like apartment holds museum-quality pieces by Armand-Albert Rateau,

Jacques-Emile Ruhlmann, Pablo Picasso and Josef Hoffmann, the Valloises have turned it into a

welcoming Left Bank escape, removed from all street noise and built around a 50 sq metre glass-

enclosed palm and bamboo garden.

“Showing beautiful objects is not only my job, it’s my passion,” says Cheska, a petite, vivacious

woman with a mop of curly red hair.

Passion was certainly needed to tackle the renovations the factory-turned-home required. When

they bought it in 1982, it was completely dilapidated. “It was incredible, this large space in the

middle of Paris – and it had been entirely closed since 1962,” Vallois says. “It was ugly. The floor

was basically dirt. It was totally destroyed.”

Following the modernist credo “make it new”, the  couple went to work. They replaced the floor

with stone from Burgundy, knocked down walls, hired a landscape gardener to plant grand, low-

maintenance palm and bamboo trees, and installed their formidable collection of furniture and

objects.

“It had nothing to do with anywhere we’d lived before. We found the place and adapted it to what

we wanted,” says Vallois,  dapper in a custom-made suit and seated on one of his favourite pieces –

an undulating cream leather and dark wood chair (produced only as a prototype) by art deco

designer André Groult. “It was easy.”

Though they have grandchildren there are no family snapshots around and the apartment seems

almost clean of sentiment – until one realises the immense feeling the Valloises have for their

collection of iconic objects.

Their friend Lison de Caunes, Groult’s granddaughter, made the straw marquetry entrance doors.

They serve as a trompe l’oeil, mimicking the 1935 Eugène Printz palm wood doors that separate the
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entrance foyer from the living room. A Diego Giacometti rug called “La Promenade des Amis”

decorates the foyer floor, which is anchored by an Eileen Gray oak console.

“Eileen Gray was living a street down from us when she made that,” Vallois says.

The doors open to reveal a luminous, 200 sq metre living room, a showcase of the top names in

19th and 20th century design, mostly in neutral shades and punctuated by flowers – crimson

ranunculus, peach gladioli, bromeliad, birds of paradise – arranged in glass Venini and ceramic

Picasso vases.

Everywhere, colours, textures and materials reflect the Valloises’ intense aesthetic curiosity and

their travels. They met in Algeria in 1960, take frequent trips to South America and keep a pied à
terrein Manhattan, where they have another gallery. A marble console by Eyre de Lanux holds a

Séraphin Soudbinine ceramic turtle and two mini sculptures – a Calder mobile and Yves Klein’s

Blue Sponge. A recent trip to Uruguay yielded a small wooden train and a man riding a bicycle, toys

from the Joaquín Torres-García School in Montevideo.

Their collection also implies a certain shared insouciance. In one corner they’ve placed sculptor

Armand P. Arman’s “Les Souvenirs de Casanova”, a plexiglass cube filled with the tops of bed

posts. Next to the couch stands work by Gilles Barbier, an artist  represented by the Valloises’ son,

George-Philippe, who also has a gallery on the Rue du Seine. Barbier’s sculpture “Le Prince des

Ventres” (“The Prince of Stomachs”) depicts a corpulent man pushing his own stomach in a

wheelbarrow, his abdomen transformed into a kind of house, with windows and a front yard.

Barbier’s “Page de Dictionaire”, a laboured scrawl of jumbled words and images (“He was

compulsive, painted day and night and even included his errors,” Vallois says) hangs above a

Giacometti table.

The couple’s proclivity to juxtapose artists is also apparent at the Biennale des Antiquaires this

week, since they have mounted a show dedicated to Jean-Michel Frank and the designers who

worked with him, including the Giacometti brothers and Christian Bérard. Many of the works – in

shagreen, mica, metal, gilt wood, plaster and leather – have never been displayed before.

Though Vallois insists that a dealer “is forbidden to collect” without also selling pieces on, he and

Cheska have made a few exceptions. In 2002, they exhibited boxes by Georges Bastard at the

biennale but could not bear to part with them. They don’t expect to ever get rid of their blackened

wood Eileen Gray screen, a prototype for the Paravent Blocs series she later made in lacquer. And

the silvered bronze, glass and onyx Ruhlmann cabinet (which they’ve topped with a bronze Benin

sculpture) is equally sacrosanct.

Downstairs, indulging another of their passions, the couple have built a 2,000  bottle wine cellar as

musty and chilly as one at a proper French vineyard. Their home’s joie de vivre keeps every day
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fresh, Vallois says, smoking a cigar. “We’ve been here for almost 25 years but it’s as if we’ve just
arrived.”

Vallois Mobilier, tel: +33 (0)14329 5084, www.vallois.com


